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About This Game

Citrouille is an arcade platformer featuring adorable little witches on a quest for candy. Despite the childish appearance, the
gameplay is merciless. There is no jump, you have to rely on your magic ladders, spells and power ups to get through. Brave the

danger, face your nemesis, cover the world with flowers and claim the treats you deserve!
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Story Mode:

Play as Praline or Vanille, the two main characters, through 50+ levels within 5+ unique worlds. If going through the quest on
your own feels too hard, you can cooperate with a friend on a shared screen. But beware, for both players share the same life

counter. Also, your spells and weapons make no difference between friends and foes.

Versus Mode:

Two to four players can face each others on a shared screen. Anis and Reglisse, the two antagonists, are joining the fray to claim
their share.

There are two different modes with 5 unique arenas for each:

Death match: the last one standing wins

Time limit: the player with the most flowers on screen when the time is over wins

Features:

Four playable witches, with a unique spell each

Cover the ground with flowers to win and charge your power

No jump, summon magic ladders to make your way through

Open surprise gift boxes to find deadly weapons and crush your foes
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Cooperate with a friend in story mode or settle the score in versus mode on shared screen

A 30 minute-long story mode, if you don’t die, but you will…

Enchanting graphics
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Title: Citrouille
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Lumen Section
Publisher:
Plug In Digital
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel Core 2

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: Doesn't work well on Intel HD 4000

English,French,Korean,Japanese,Polish,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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citrouille définition in english. citrouille calorie. citrouille d'escargot. citrouille longue. citrouille quoi faire. citrouille jardin. une
citrouille pronunciation. moule citrouille 3d wilton. citrouille 30 kg. citrouille terraria. origami citrouille halloween 3d. citrouille
500 kg. citrouille 3d tuto. citrouille au four marmiton. citrouille en espagnol. citrouille et tournesol. citrouille leclerc. citrouille
bebe 6 mois. citrouille bleu de hongrie. citrouille bebe 4 mois. citrouille a imprimer. citrouille yogourt. citrouille jardin
botanique montréal

This is a small great game that was released during "dark" time - Steam search algorithm was broken and big sales were coming.
That's the only reason why Citrouille didn't get the attention that it deservs - because this game is awesome!

This is a very fast puzzle-platformer, where player needs to combine his reaction with his attention. Every stage brings
something new to the gameplay, animations are great, everything is moving and the game itself reminds never ending madness. I
love it!
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